Celebrity Interview: Ashley
Iaconetti and Jared Haibon
Talk Wedding Plans and Dating
Tips

Interview by Lori Bizzoco. Written by Courtney Shapiro
Known for her tears on season 19 of The Bachelor, seasons two
and three of Bachelor In Paradise, and season one of Bachelor
Winter Games, Ashley Iaconetti never gave up hope for her
happy ending. Jared Haibon was known for being on season 11
of The Bachelorette, and seasons two and three of Bachelor in
Paradise. The two originally met on season two of Bachelor in

Paradise back in 2015, and three years later are happily
engaged.
In our exclusive celebrity interview, we chat with Iaconetti
and Haibon about their relationship, their partnership with
NET10 Wireless, and what their future holds for their
celebrity wedding, kids, and careers.

Celebrity Interview with Ashley
Iaconetti & Jared Haibon: Wedding
Plans, NET10 Wireless, and Dating
Advice
Iaconetti, star of the Ben and Ashley I Almost
Famous podcast, is known for wearing her emotions on her
sleeve; it’s one of the many traits that makes her so lovable!
When asked about her ability to share emotions so easily,
Iaconetti confesses, “I have so much confidence that I don’t
care about being vulnerable and tearful. I embrace it.” That
confidence is what motivated her to pursue Haibon
relentlessly. “The connection between us was super special,
and I didn’t think it was worth giving up on.” Iaconetti says
of Haibon’s original rejection, “There were times I thought we
were just going to be friends, but we had such a strong
friendship that the relationship just came naturally.”
Haibon, who was hesitant about pursuing a relationship with
Iaconetti at first, shares that the couple were just friends
after their brief stint in paradise; they didn’t actually
start dating until 2018. “I think that’s the one thing that
is misunderstood about Ashley and I,” Haibon says. “We never
dated before this year. People say to us that they are happy
we got back together, but there was no getting back together.
We were never together until now.” When asked how he came to
realize that he wanted a relationship with Iaconetti, Haibon

says, “There was a reason why Ashley and I were best friends.
We had this wonderful friendship that I was so unwilling to
let go of.” When asked, “Why now?” Haibon admits that when you
lose something it sometimes makes you realize that you can’t
live without somebody, referring of course to Iaconetti’s
relationship with Kevin Wendt, her ex-boyfriend from Bachelor
Winter Games.
Related Link: Celebrity Interview: Former ‘Bachelorette’ Ali
Fedotowsky Shares Her Tips on Staying Fit as a New Mom
Before the two lovebirds dated, they kept in touch with the
help of technology. “When Ashley and I were just friends, we
kept the communication open. I know that I used a lot of data
during this time,” he laughs. It’s a good thing, because
Iaconetti was in L.A. and Haibon was in Rhode Island. Haibon
reflects on the beginning of their relationship saying, “We
talked almost every day and that was only because we have
these phones at our disposal.” That’s why the celebrity
couple partnered with NET10 Wireless this season to make
digital-age dating easier in the hopes everyone will find love
likes theirs. Iaconetti explains, “[NET10 Wireless is] now
giving customers, for a limited time, double data and the
unlimited plan is starting at $35, which is great, especially
if you’re in a budding relationship that needs the help of
face time or texting.” Haibon adds, “The promotional deal is
only running until the end of the year, so you have until
December 31st.”
Speaking of Rhode Island, we couldn’t end the conversation
without talking about this pair’s upcoming wedding plans. “I
got
lucky
when
Ashley
and
I
got
engaged,”
Haibon notes. “[Ashley] didn’t really have any
sentimental feelings to anywhere in the world that she wanted
to get married.” So, it was an easy decision that the couple
will be tying the knot in the state where Haibon grew up. “I’m
from there, my family and friends are there, so we were able
to go wedding venue shopping a couple of months ago.” The

couple confirmed that they found a venue. “I think it’s safe
to say that it will be in Newport,” Ashley slips while Haibon
says, “Or Westerly,” trying not to give too much away.
Many fans from Bachelor Nation are curious to know whether the
wedding will be televised, but the couple says it is highly
unlikely. “We may share it with Bachelor Nation in our own way
and our own control, but right now we aren’t televising it.”
Related Link: Celebrity Interview: Reality TV Star Becca
Tilley on ‘The Bachelor’ Finale: “Well, I Read the Spoilers!”
Speaking of Bachelor Nation, we had to know if longtime fans
Ashton Kutcher and Mila Kunis would be coming to the wedding.
Haibon and Iaconetti previously met Kutcher and Kunis at
a Dodgers Charity event this past summer, and Iaconetti said,
“They are going to be invited,” while Haibon chimed in,
“Whether they come or not is out of our hands.”
The pair is eager for their future together. We played a
little game with them, asking how many kids they each want.
They both answered simultaneously, “Two or three.” It seems
like we’ll have another Bachelor family in our midst!
The Bachelor in Paradise alumni also discussed how they’re
quite content in L.A. right now and will continue living there
for their foreseeable future.
Jared and Ashley have such a great love story, and it is
filled with hope for other singles. “There are a lot of guys
out there like myself who have insecurities and doubts, and
are afraid of commitment, but also afraid of disappointing the
person they are with,” Haibon says. “I think Ashley does give
a lot of hope to women, but personally I think our story as a
couple gives a lot of hope to not only women but men as well.”
You can keep up with Ashley Iaconetti and Jared Haibon by
following them on Instagram. You can also check out the Ben
and Ashley I Almost Famous and Help! I Suck At Dating
podcasts.

Celebrity News: ‘Bachelor’
Nation
Alums
Ashley
Iiaconetti & Jared Haibon
Respond to Kevin Wendt’s
Cheating Claims

By Jessica DeRubbo
In recent celebrity news, Bachelor Nation alums and celebrity

couple Ashley Iaconetti and fiance Jared Haibon spoke out as a
response to fellow alum Kevin Wendt’s cheating claims.
According to UsMagazine.com, Iaconetti and Wendt dated briefly
after meeting on Bachelor Winter Games. After the show, Haibon
realized his love for Iaconetti and so Iaconetti broke up with
Wendt.
“I was just a little confused by [his claims],”
Iaconetti said. “I definitely told him directly that Jared and
I were together before it was a public thing. He made it sound
like he was clueless to it.” Iaconetti and Haibon, who met on
reality TV show Bachelor in Paradise, wish Wendt only the best
despite his claims.

In celebrity news, drama is never
far from the Bachelor mansion. What
are some ways to keep false claims
from
affecting
your
current
relationship?
Cupid’s Advice:
It’s never easy to deal with rumors that affect your
relationship, especially when they aren’t true. Cupid has some
tips:
1. Always be open and honest: Regardless of whether the truth
makes you look bad, always be open and honest about the things
you’ve done in your past with your current significant other.
There’s nothing worse than a rumor coming out that paints you
in a bad life when it ends up being true. Getting out ahead of
the drama is always the best plan.
Related Link: Celebrity Couple News: ‘Bachelor’ Alums Ashley
Iaconetti & Jared Haibon Are Dating – Finally!
2. Stand as a united front: Remember that you’re with your

partner for a reason, so you should both fully trust each
other. Stand as a united front against any claims that are
false, and don’t waiver.
Related Link: Celebrity Wedding: ‘Bachelor’ Nation’s Ashely
Iaconetti & Jared Haibon Are Engaged
3. Get to the bottom of it: The best way to keep a false claim
from affecting your relationship is to get the bottom of it
and let the truth be heard. If you know the rumor came from a
friend, confront that friend and make him/her tell your
partner the truth. This option is a little more drama-ridden,
but it’ll squash the issue forever.
What are some other ways to handle false claims when it comes
to your partner? Share your advice below.

Celebrity Wedding: ‘Bachelor’
Nation’s Ashely Iaconetti &
Jared Haibon Are Engaged

By Rhodesia Williams
In celebrity news, it looks like there will be a
Bachelor celebrity wedding. According to UsMagazine.com, this
past weekend Jared Haibon proposed to fellow Bachelor Nation
star Ashely Iaconetti. The celebrity couple met in 2015 on
Bachelor in Paradise and eventually became close friends.
Iaconneti, 30, very openly admitted to having a major crush on
Haibon, 29, however, he didn’t exactly feel the same way.
Haibon admitted that he did not feel their relationship was
over after the show. “It was a slow build for me” he said.

This celebrity wedding proposal has
been a very long time coming, and
Bachelor Nation is ecstatic! What
are some ways to get a long-time

friend to recognize his feelings
for you?
Cupid’s Advice:
It can be frustrating when you have feelings for a close
friend. How do you tell them? What happens if they don’t feel
the same way? More importantly, how do you end up staying
friends? Talk about anxiety! Cupid has some advice on ways to
get a long-time friend to recognize their feelings for you:
1. It’s the little things: In this case, it’s the little
things that can take you a long way. Pointing out these things
the two of you do for each other may make your friend think.
Maybe, you are stuck doing a double shift and your friend
brings food without you asking. While that is being a good
friend, it is also thoughtful and shows that your friend went
out of their way to make sure you were okay. Reminding each
other of the little things could help the lightbulb go off.
Related Link: Relationship Advice: How to Build a Lasting Love
2. What if?: The easiest thing you can do is the “what if”
game. There are so many questions to ask but the obvious one
would be, “What if we dated?” Remember, this question could go
either way so be prepared. This casual, fun way to bring up a
relationship will get you an indication on how your friend
feels.
Related Link: Dating Advice: 5 Signs He’s Falling for You!
3. Say it!: Flat out asking your friend is a sure way of
getting an answer. Sometimes beating around the bush not only
can make you even more anxious but can be frustrating if your
friend isn’t catching on. As scared as you are, telling your
friend how you feel will relieve all the built up feelings you
have. No matter what, you will always have your friend so just

relax and speak your mind.
Do you have ideas on how to get a long-time friend to realize
their feelings for you? Share below.

Celebrity
Couple
News:
‘Bachelor’
Alums
Ashley
Iaconetti & Jared Haibon Are
Dating – Finally!

By Haley Lerner
In celebrity dating news, Bachelor in Paradise stars Ashley
Iaconetti and Jared Haibon are dating after three years of
friendship. According to UsMagazine.com, the couple has been
secretly dating since March. Ianocetti first fell for Haibon
on BIP in 2015, but the feelings were not reciprocated,
causing Ianocetti a lot of heartbreak and tears. But, on a
January trip to St. Lucia with fellow BIP alums Jade Roper and
Tanner Tolbert, Haibon realized he had feelings for his longtime friend. At the time, Ianconetti was in a relationship
with Kevin Wendt who she met on Bachelor Winter Games. Haibon
admitted on Ianconetti’s show The Story of Us that seeing
Ianoconetti with Wendt was “a big kick in the ass.” So, on the
St. Lucia trip, Haibon confessed his feelings and kissed her
at the airport, but Iaconetti decided she wanted to keep
dating Wendt. Luckily, Iaconetti soon realized her heart was
with her long-time crush, so she ended things with her
boyfriend and got together with Haibon. On Instagram, Haibon
captioned a photo of the new celebrity couple, “I came here
tonight because when you realize you want to spend the rest of
your life with somebody, you want the rest of your life to
start as soon as possible.” Ianconetti posted a pic of her and
Haibon in a field of flowers captioned “I love my boyfriend.”

In
celebrity
couple
news, Bachelor fans are flipping
out about this couple coming
together after being friends for
three years! What are some ways to
let a long-time friend know you

have feelings for them?
Cupid’s Advice:
Ashley and Jared went from friends to lovers. Cupid has some
tips on how to get there:
1. Get a friend involved: Before deciding to try to take your
relationship with the friend you have feelings for to the next
level, consult a friend the both of you have in common. A
mutual friend can tell you if the person you’re crushing on
reciprocates the feelings and whether or not you should go for
it.
Related Link: Celebrity Break-Up: ‘Bachelor Winter Games’
Winners Ashley Iaconetti & Kevin Wendt Split
2. Be prepared for the outcome: To protect yourself from
getting too hurt, it’s important you recognize the risk in
telling your friend you have feelings for them. Your affection
could be shared, which would be great! But, you should be
ready for potential disappointment if they are not. You also
should remember that whatever the outcome is of revealing your
love, your relationship with your friend is bound to change
because of it.
Related Link: ‘Bachelor in Paradise’: Ashley I. Is Ready to
Give Up Virginity to Win Jared
3. Talk to them: If you want to confess your feelings, you
really just have to have a frank conversation with the object
of your affections. Set a time and sit down and talk to your
long-time friend about how you feel. If you’re honest and
understanding, your friend will be too. Who knows, it could
lead to something special!
Have any more tips on how to take your friendship to the next
level? Comment them below!

Celebrity Break-Up: ‘Bachelor
Winter Games’ Winners Ashley
Iaconetti & Kevin Wendt Split

By Jessica Gomez
In celebrity news, a celebrity break-up went down! Celebrity
couple Ashley Iaconetti and Kevin Wendt have split. According
to EOnline.com, Iaconetti confirmed that the couple broke up
less than a month after the Bachelor Winter Games finale. The
reason behind the split was recently discussed on Iaconetti’s

iHeartRadio podcast. She said, “It sounds a little harsh, but
it’s just that lack of — there’s magic. We get along very
well, it’s just there’s a little something missing and you
can’t really pinpoint what it is. That’s just how I feel.”
Wendt confirmed, saying, “I feel like that’s normal and I feel
like you get those connections all the time where if you take
away our outside world and just put Ashley and me on an island
together, we’d probably get along really well. And that’s what
Vermont was.”

This celebrity break-up happened
after a very short relationship.
What are some ways to know your
relationship doesn’t have longevity
early on?
Cupid’s Advice:
For the most part, we want the relationships we enter to last.
Sometimes there are signs to look out for to tell if the
relationship is most likely going to hit a dead end down the
line. Cupid has a few red flags to share, get ready for some
relationship advice:
1. Lack of trust: Trust is built overtime, but if there is no
amount of trust, then the relationship will likely end soon.
Trust is essential and can make or break a relationship.
Consider the following: do you not trust them because of your
own issues or actually because of them? Sometimes we have
trouble trusting people, not because of what they do or the
way they are, but because of what we’ve been through before
them. This is something to consider before you go crazy over
not trusting them, and thinking your relationship won’t last.
However, at the end, you need to learn to trust those who have

earned it.
Related Link: Find Out Why Justin Bieber & Selena Gomez Are
Taking a Break
2. You can’t agree on anything: There are certain things you
should be agreeing on. It’s okay to have differences in
opinion, but if you can’t agree on things like goals and the
future, then this is a red flag. There should be some
similarities when it comes to the important stuff. To add on,
when disagreeing on things, the situation shouldn’t get out of
hand. You should be able to approach and get through the
conversation calmly, not always ending in a fight– so this is
something else to also look out for.
Related Link: Vanessa Trump Files for Divorce from Donald
Trump Jr
3. Commitment issues: The inability to fully commit to you and
the relationship is an obvious red flag. But that is not the
only thing we mean when we say commitment issues. There are
other things to look out for. If you notice that your partner
in general has an inability to commit to things, then that’s a
possible red flag that you guys won’t work out. In a
successful relationship, we need consistency and devotion. If
your partner isn’t dedicated, responsible, or is unable to
pull through with their obligations, then it’s a definite bad
sign. We need someone we can count on at the end of the day.
What are some red flags you’ve seen in past relationships?
Comment below!

Single Celebrity: Bachelor’s
Ashley
laconetti
Isn’t
Interested in “Random Dates”

By Marissa Donovan
Ashley laconetti doesn’t make dating her first priority.
According to UsMagazine.com, The Bachelor alum is too busy to
go on random dates after she’s done recording her Almost
Famous podcast. The single celebrity joked that she would
rather have God drop a husband in her lap than go on dates
with strangers. We bet that laconetti will someday get lucky
with love!

In celebrity news, Ashley laconetti
claims to be too busy for romance.
How can you open up your schedule
for date nights?
Cupid’s Advice:
Although we can’t predict when you will meet the next person
you’ll be in a relationship with, we can help by giving you
some advice about opening up your schedule for date nights:
1. Free up your weekend nights: The best opportunity to go on
date with a busy schedule would be your weekends. Many fun
venues usually have events that you and your date can enjoy on
Saturday. Sundays are good for restaurants specials and maybe
brunch specials depending on what you and your date want to
do.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Lauren Bushnell Has A New
Boyfriend
2. Try finishing up work projects during week: Tackle work
projects during the week to allow you to enjoy your weekend.
It might be easier said than done, but you will be thankful
when you have a fun date to enjoy on the weekend!
Related Link: Celebrity News: Former ‘Bachelor’ Ben Higgins
Discusses Why He Sent Becca Tilley Home Before Hometown Dates
3. Take advantage of the holidays: The holidays are really
good for date nights! Most work offices will give their
workers time off. Take advantage of your free time by planning
a date night with someone new!
How can you free up your schedule for date nights? Let our
busy readers know in the comments!

Is ‘Bachelor
Star
Ashley
Virgin?

in Paradise’
I.
Still
a

By Kyanah Murphy
It’s rare these days for girls to save their virginity for the
right partner or marriage. But Bachelor in Paradise star
Ashley Iaconetti is doing just that – holding onto her
virginity for the right guy who she believed may be Jared
Haibon (who seemed pretty lukewarm about their relationship

and love life throughout their stay in Paradise)! According to
UsMagazine.com the answer to whether or not Ashley lost her
virginity to Jared is “no,” according to him. Jared ended up
leaving the show the next day in an effort not to lead his
admirer on.

Bachelor
in
Paradise
is
officially over, and the drama was
out of control! What are some ways
to know if you’re ready to be
intimate with someone?
Cupid’s Advice:
Everyone is different, which means there isn’t a set guide for
knowing when you are ready to be intimate with someone.
However, Cupid has some relationship advice:
1. Know yourself: How do you feel with your partner? How do
you feel with the idea of being intimate with them? Do you
trust your partner? Are you comfortable with them? These are
questions to keep in mind. If you’re unsure how to answer
them, you’re not ready.
Related Link: ‘Miss Advised’ Star Emily Morse Says, “I’m Not
Choosing Monogamy; I’m Choosing to Date”
2. Consider what you want out of your intimacy: Do you want to
be intimate because you feel like you need to, or do you feel
like your partner may be “the one”? If you feel like you need
to be intimate and need to get it done and over with, it may
leave you feeling regretful afterward.
Related Link: Cameron Diaz: Is Sex the Answer to Relationships
and Love?

3. Consider how you feel about sex: Are you comfortable
talking about sex in general? Are you comfortable talking
about sex with your partner? Are you comfortable thinking
about sex? If there’s any sort of discomfort, you’re not
ready.
When did you know you were ready to be intimate? Comment
below!

